
Now it’s your turn! Complete the activity online or on paper. 

Your task is to carefully read the instructions for each set of 

questions then highlight or record your answer as required. 

 

• Highlight the indigenous Australian word in each sentence. 

Jessica filled the vase with waratahs and wattle branches. 

We had barramundi and chips for dinner last night, followed by a pavlova. 

The koalas are always a great favourite with visitors to the zoo. 

  

• Add a prefix to each word to give it the opposite meaning. 

appear ________________  guided  ________________ 

fair  ________________  original  ________________ 

 

• Read each sentence then shade the word that is spelt correctly. 

This word comes from an old Norse word ‘vindauga’, which means wind-eye.

  

    windough      window 

 

This word comes from the Greek words ‘tele’ meaning distance and ‘grapho’, 

meaning I write. 

    telegraph      teligraph  

  

This technical word is a measure of computer storage or information. 

    megabyte      megabite  

 

• Each word contains a prefix and suffix. Write the base word. 

Illogical  ________________  misplaced ________________ 

undelivered ________________  disobeying ________________ 

 

• Highlight the word that correctly describes the sentence. 

ANZAC biscuits are made with oats, shredded coconut and golden syrup. 

    fact   /   opinion   

My mum makes the best ANZAC biscuits in the whole country   

    fact   /   opinion   



• Read each sentence and highlight the word that is spelt incorrectly then 

write the correct spelling. 

The criminall was captured by the police.   ____________________ 

My father works in a factery.     ____________________ 

Today we discussed how to be a good cityzen.  ____________________ 

 

• Highlight the word that has a similar meaning to the underlined 

colloquialism. 

I come from the land down under.   

Tasmania    Antarctica     Australia southern 

 

That was a ripper party we had last night.  

boring    long             fantastic dreadful  

  

• Add the given suffix. 

wish + ful  ________________  calm + ly  ________________ 

die + ing  ________________  noble + ly  ________________ 

correct + ly ________________  gold + en   ________________ 

 


